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Girl

Girl, girl, girl

Innocent Girl, I can explain
What happen to me Oh No
I'd just Think that u babe
And suddenly mi body
Fall weak over u ohhh
I really should be, but
I got to stay, I want you girl
In my own way (in my own way)
What can I do? to make you see
That I really need you to

(Chorus)
If ya Innocent oh baby girl
(Innocent lover)
Can keep in my life
If ya Innocent sugar baby
(Innocent lover)
Almost the moon nite
Ohh ohh
(Ohhh) (oohh)

Baby something inside
It's tellin me a love is
So sweet (so so nice)
And you will be show babe
That I gonna do you
Just right (just just right)
Ooh ohh

No loose this game, I'm gonna play
Gonna take it on me in the right way

Sugar your fine
And show the play
So I feel my love so real

(CHORUS)
Innocent baby girl
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(Innocent lover)
Can keep in my life
(Baby don't u know I really want u)
Innocent girl
(Innocent lover)
Almost the moon nite
(The moon nite baby)

Innocent girl
(Innocent lover)
Can keep in my life
(I need a lover in my life)
Innocent
(Innocent lover)
Almost (Almost) in moon nite
(The moon nite)

Ohh ohh
(Ohhh) (oohh)

I really should be, but I'd
Got to stay, I want you girl
In my own way (in my own way)
What can I do? to make you see
That I really need you to babe

Innocent ohhh

I give u love, I treat you right
Come on girl anything would be alright

Innocent ohhh
I need u girl, this simple plan is
Should it be that gonna be mine or mine

Innocent ohhh
(Chorus)
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